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Microbial H2 oxidation is challenged by small molecules that
block or destroy the active sites of hydrogenases, with examples
including O2 and CO, and also H2S produced by sulfate-reducing
bacteria.1 Such competition has implications for interpreting
structures and spectroscopic data since although X-ray crystal
structures have been solved for severalDesulfoVibrio [NiFe]-
hydrogenases,2-9 puzzling differences have been noted, especially
with regard to additional sulfur species in the active site of the
enzyme fromD. Vulgaris Miyazaki F (MF). From crystallography
of the oxidized form, Higuchi and co-workers assigned a sulfur
atom in a bridging position between Fe and Ni.6 Detection of H2S
on incubation of as-isolated enzyme with H2 and electron donors
was consistent with release of sulfide from>20% of enzyme
molecules,7,9 and X-ray crystallography showed that the bridging
S atom was absent in the reduced form.8 In contrast, crystal
structures ofD. gigasandD. fructosoVoransenzymes revealed a
bridging oxygen species in the active site2-4 (assigned as-OH-

in “Ready”/Ni-B enzyme, or probably-OOH- in “Unready”/
Ni-A enzyme), and EPR/ENDOR spectra ofA. VinosumandD.
gigas enzymes as well as (most recently) MF itself have also
supported an oxygen species in the bridging position.10 In all cases,
the bridging ligand must be removed to activate the enzyme. To
illustrate these proposals, and in advance of the conclusions drawn
in this communication, we refer to Scheme 1.

We have addressed the S versus O issue using protein film
voltammetry (PFV)11 to track the species formed by sulfide addition
to [NiFe]-hydrogenases during catalysis under H2. PFV probes
reactions of enzymes adsorbed on an electrode, under precise
potential control, and studies on hydrogenases have defined potential
profiles for catalytic activity and sensitivities to O2.12,13 Here we
establish that [NiFe]-hydrogenases fromD. VulgarisMF, D. gigas,
D. fructosoVorans, andA. Vinosumall react reversibly with sulfide,
but within a narrow potential window that easily renders the
products elusive.

The voltammograms in Figure 1 demonstrate the existence of
an inactive form ofD. Vulgaris MF [NiFe]-hydrogenase formed
rapidly by reaction with sulfide that isdistinct from inactive states
generated in the absence of extraneous sulfur species.

As with other [NiFe]-hydrogenases, inactive states of theD.
VulgarisMF enzyme are formed by exposure to non-oxygenic high-
potential oxidants (or high electrode potential, Figure 1a) or to O2

(Figure 1b). Reactivation is observed electrochemically as a
restoration of the electrocatalytic current (H2 oxidation rate) as the
potential is lowered. We have previously defined a “switch”
potential (Eswitch) associated with reductive activation as the
inflection point of current ascent.12 To relate to a thermodynamic
potential, the scan rate must be slow compared to the reactivation
rate yet fast relative to subsequent reactions. Importantly, all scan
rates in Figure 1 are identical and thus allow direct comparison.
At 3 mV s-1, Eswitch (b) is measured as-50 ( 10 mV after
anaerobic (a) or aerobic (b) inactivation. In Figure 1c, Na2S
(recrystallized anaerobically and freshly prepared as a stock, pH
6) was injected (final concentration 1 mM) at+40 mV on the
forward sweep, a potential at which the enzyme is predominantly
active. The sharp drop in activity indicates rapid inhibition by
sulfide. Importantly, reactivation on the return sweep occurs with
Eswitch ) +80 mV, that is, about 130 mV more positive than that
in Figure 1a and b, confirming that sulfide addition generates a
new state. By the second cycle, the sulfide concentration has
dropped substantially as H2S (pK 6.9) is flushed away14 and the
new species is absent (note some film loss occurs). The modifying
sulfide has clearly been removed from the enzyme and surrounding
solution, so it cannot return. In Figure 1d, sulfide is injected at a
lower potential,-200 mV, but still no inactivation occurs until
the potential is increased above+40 mV. Electrode potential is
thus critical in forming the sulfide adduct, and reactions would
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Scheme 1. Proposals for Potential-Dependent Inactivation and
Reactivation Reactions of [NiFe]-Hydrogenases, Including Condi-
tions for Forming the Sulfide Adduct Described Herein (approxi-
mate potential regions apply for 45 °C, pH 6, 1 bar H2, scan rate 1
mv s-1, and refer to D. vulgaris MF [NiFe]-hydrogenase)

Figure 1. Voltammograms forD. VulgarisMF [NiFe]-hydrogenase showing
the effects of inhibitors or inactivators. Other conditions: pH 6.0, 45°C, 1
bar H2, electrode rotation rate 2500 rpm, scan rate 3 mV s-1.
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easily be overlooked or mis-interpreted were this parameter not
controlled precisely. Experiments at higher pH (up to pH 8) show
much slower inactivation, andEswitch becomes more negative.
Experiments carried out with 10% H2 in N2 give the same results.

Figure 2 shows recovery profiles (scans in negative direction)
following addition of sulfide before or after exposure to oxidants,
either anaerobic (positive electrode potential) or O2. In all cases,
the enzyme is first fully activated at-558 mV.

The black line tracks the reactions occurring after sulfide is added
to active D. Vulgaris MF [NiFe]-hydrogenase under 1 bar H2

immediately after stepping to+242 mV. The cell headspace is
flushed with H2 for 500 s to displace H2S from solution, then
reactivation of the sulfide adduct is observed atEswitch ) +110
mV. The sulfide adduct is thus stable for an oxidized form of the
enzyme even when exogenous sulfide is removed. The slower scan
rate in Figure 2 also allows more time for oxidative inactivation
after removal of sulfide, and the second reactivation appears as
expected at around-50 mV.

The red line in Figure 2 shows a sweep recorded after reaction
of sulfide with anaerobically inactivated enzyme (15 min,+242
mV, giving Ni-B). Most of the sample activates at about-50 mV;
the slight reactivation current at+100 mV is attributable to sulfide
reacting with a tiny fraction of the sample that never entered the
Ni-B state. We conclude that Ni-B does not react with sulfide;
hence the site of attack is the active site rather than an Fe-S cluster.

The blue line shows the result when sulfide is introduced to
enzyme that has been pretreated with O2-saturated buffer under N2
at +242 mV to generate a mixture of Ni-A and Ni-B.12d After
flushing out O2, first with N2 then H2, and injecting sulfide, the
scan reveals only the low-potential recovery showing that the sulfide
adduct is not formed from Ni-A.

The green trace shows the first sweep after the following
sequence: sulfide was added immediately after a step to+242 mV;
the cell was flushed with H2 for 500 s; O2 was injected, then
removed by flushing with H2 for 1000 s and exchanging the buffer
several times. The sulfide species has virtually vanished, and there
is little reactivation at more negative potential, although the second
cycle (not shown) shows further recovery of activity. Thus the
sulfide adduct reactsfurther with O2 to produce a species that is

kinetically distinct from the one formed when O2 is added to active
enzyme. The rate of reactivation is significantly slower than for
Ni-A or Ni-B states.

Other hydrogenases react with sulfide:D. gigas(Figure 3a) and
D. fructosoVoransenzymes (data not shown) show similar although
slower reactivity compared to that of theD. Vulgaris MF enzyme;
howeverA. Vinosumhydrogenase (Figure 3b) reacts much more
slowly.

Referring back to Scheme 1, we summarize the results with
specific reference toD. Vulgaris MF [NiFe]-hydrogenase. Sulfide
reacts with active enzyme to give an adduct identifiable with the
“µ-sulfido” species reported by Higuchi and co-workers.6 Retarda-
tion of adduct formation at higher pH suggests that sulfide enters
as H2S rather than SH-. The sulfide ligand is released rapidly by
reduction but also reacts with O2 to give a species (X), perhaps an
S-O adduct, that activates very slowly. By analogy with oxygen
species, the S2-/HS- ligand is retained only if the active site is
oxidized (Ni(III)); further, because the sulfide adduct has a relatively
high potential, its biological relevance is unclear. Nevertheless, iso-
lated enzyme exposed to sulfide at appropriate redox potentials dur-
ing cell disruption could exist, at least partially, in a sulfur-trapped
state and could be detected crystallographically. Our direct and alter-
native perspective on reactions of hydrogenases with sulfide is there-
fore highly relevant to spectroscopic and crystallographic studies.
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Figure 2. Voltammograms (1 mV s-1) for D. Vulgaris MF [NiFe]-
hydrogenase showing recovery of activity after different pretreatments on
a sweep toward negative potentials. Other conditions as for Figure 1.

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms, 3 mV s-1, for (a) D. gigasand (b)A.
Vinosum [NiFe]-hydrogenases showing the effect of sulfide on enzyme
activity. Other conditions as for Figure 1.
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